1 Inlmduelio"
vector machines (SVM), have successfully been applied to wireless cammulucarian problems. notably spread specmm receiver design [I] . channel equalization [ZJ. This p a p r presents a mulficla~~ implementation of SVMs fordlrection of a n i v i (DOA) e\limalian.
Loas1 Squares Suppad Vector Maehins
I n a bina ~lassifi~ation syilem the input sequence and a set of mining labels are represented as .,(I) The rmplitude of the received algnal P,,,. includes the transmitted power &and the attenuation due tu the link gain and shadowing q'. This variable is modeled as a fixed. Rayleigh. Ricean. or log~nurmvl distributed random variable.
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The Doppler shift for a c h resolvable path is defined by f, = e: zjC i s the velocity of the mobile i n 2 , is the cmier frequency. and c IS the speed of propagation. A uniformly distributed carrier phaseshift.~~..andalimedelvyforeachsignal path,rn,vrealsoincludcdinrhemultip~th variable. 
Multilabel Capability for Multiple DOAs
In DOA estimation far cellular systems there can be multiple DOAs for a given signal. This resulls from multipath induced by the envimnmenl. The machine leaning System must be able IO discriminate between a Small number of independent DOA. that include signal componenw with similvr!imcdelayr. With ihisconstrainiIhemachine levrning vlgorithmmuet beamulticlvss system and able to process mulciple labels. The machine laming algoethm m u t generate mdticla~s labels. 
Conelusion
In this ppcr we presented P miilticla~s IS-SVM anhilecture far W A estimation as applied lo a CDMA cellular system. Simulation results show 2 high degree af accuracy. as relaled to the W A E l~s e S and prove that the L S S V M DDAG system has a wide nngc of perfomance capabililiw.
The bmad range of our research in machine leaming bued DOA estimation includes multilabcl and ~UIUCIPPS clwsification, c1;ssificarian accuracy, error m n m l m d validation. kemel seh~tion, estimation of signal subspace dimension. and overall performance characreti-ion of the L.-SVM DDAG DOA estimation algorithm
